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Designed by Linotype in 1930 and based on the Dutch newspaper handwriting from the early 20th
century, Helvetica Neue is primarily associated with the Swiss printing industry but is distributed
worldwide. It is a Swiss GPOS-based system font with very wide character sets. The license to use

the fonts can be obtained directly from Linotype. Helvetica Neue LT W1G is a modern weight of the
popular Linotype Neue. It has a slim, modern, corporate style intended to work well with headlines

and block copy. It is similar to popular western styled fonts like Arial and Helvetica and has full
Cyrillic coverage. Linotype Neue is a crisp, clean typeface that offers everyday usage in simple or
medium text. It was designed by Abraham Crispin in the 1950s and has been the most popular of

the Linotype Neue family of typefaces since its release. Helvetica Neue is the most popular
commercial typeface in the world, adopted for all sorts of publications, including books,

newspapers, magazines and on the Web. It has been the most popular typeface in the Netherlands
since its launch in 1995, and is the most widely distributed typeface in the world. OpenType Neue

Helvetica Pro includes over 200 ligatures, greater than 500 text figures and microtypography,
original toolbars for a more uniform appearance, and the added bonus of improved scan

conversion of OpenType fonts. It is especially designed for use with Adobe's InDesign software, and
is ideal for use in print and the web. What is Neue Helvetica Pro?Neue Helvetica Pro is a new open

type, high-quality typeface and expansion of the family of typefaces with a unified look that is
optimal for web and multi-media. It also supports international languages for which Latin did not
provide the perfect solution. Neue Helvetica Pro contains the following:• One master font family:
Neue Helvetica• 51 weights and 2 widths:• Normal (w00t)• Light (light)• Book (book)• Display
(display)• Book And Display• Bold (bold)• Extra Bold (extra bold)• Bold Italic (bold italic)• One

Master family• OpenType tables, including discretionary kerning, proportional and tabular figures
with 635 characters• The OpenType Pro table includes a small set of stylistic alternates, and a

complete set of characters for scripts not covered by Latin• All fonts support Adobe's international
and OpenType based character sets• Supporting the majority of Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, Korean,
Chinese and Thai• With increasing popularity of mobile devices and touch input devices, Neue

Helvetica Pro can be used in a wide range of scenarios - from professional print to web, mobile and
identity design to stylish and simple lettering in ebooks, magazines and flyers
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